ABSTRACT This paper demonstrates a distributed on-line service selection(probe/access) scheme: optimal stopping web service selection scheme based on the rate of return problem from optimal stopping theory. There are three differences between our scheme and the conventional schemes. Firstly, it does not need to probe all web services, and only probe a few web services. Secondly, our scheme focuses on maximizing the average QoS(Quality of Service) return per unit of cost over all stages of probe and access for a long period rather than maximizing QoS return per single stage of probe and access in usual schemes. Thirdly, our scheme develops a return function based on three factors: QoS return, user's requirement and probe cost which are seldom considered simultaneously before. Through theory analysis and computation, we demonstrate that compared with the conventional schemes our scheme has additional advantages while achieving same good performances.
Introduction
With the advent of new technologies such as grid computing, cloud computing, internet of things, or even smart hyperspace [1] , more and more web services appear in internet to let users access at anytime from anywhere. Many software tools [2] or platforms [3] are developed to support web services exploration, binding and construction. One key issue in the Web Service area is to discover the most relevant services meeting the functional requirements of users. Equally important, users also would like to discover services that best meet their requirements in terms of QoS that reflects user experiences, i.e., performance, throughput, reliability, availability, trust, etc. Thus QoSbased web service selection and ranking mechanisms will play an essential role in service-oriented architectures, e- * email: liusp11@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn † email: zyx@moe.edu.cn ‡ email: zhouyz@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn § email: liuhao09@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn ¶ email: di-zhang10@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn email: huwei09@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn specially when the functional requirements matchmaking process returns many services with same functionalities.
In this paper, we present a service selection scheme based on three factors: QoS, user's requirement and probe cost. Our work is based on requirements from a real-world paradigm on cloud computing. This paradigm is named as transparent computing and demonstrated in [4] working in an internet environment. Some IaaS(Infrastructure as a Service) servers where users' software and data, including OSes and applications are stored upon them and some users' clients are connected together through internet. A user can choose OSes and applications upon them on demand through these clients, similar to choose different TV channels in daily life. A selected OS and its applications run on clients, not on the servers. For the purpose of load balance, the IaaS provider delivers many web services on different positions in internet. Clients can select one web service and then fetch software and data on computing demand. Many factors including network condition such as congestion between the web service and client or the web services' load and process ability influence their transmission rate of web services. At the same time, for a single web service, its transmission rate always changes with time. If clients tend to select best web service, one probe cost should be paid for every web service's transmission rate probe. When a web service is selected, data will be transmitted to the client for a period. Considering users' behavior feature, this period will not be infinity. Therefore, a problem arises that how to make a compromise between these three factors: transmit rate(i.e. QoS), user's requirement(i.e. transmit time) and probe cost.
We develop the optimal stopping selection scheme with a purpose of maximizing the long-term average throughput per unit of time rather than maximizing the throughput per stage of probe and transmit. Since that users' two-phase event comprising of probing some web services and then selecting one to transmit data is repeated in an interval of time, we transform the problem above to a rate of return problem in optimal stopping theory [5] (The rate of return problem will be introduced in section 3 below).
The major contribution of our work is an optimal stopping web service selection scheme. Our scheme comprises three parts as below:
1. Return function. It involves three factors: service QoS, probing cost and user requirement;
2. Optimal stopping threshold. According to services' QoS probability distribution, we analyze and compute the optimal stopping threshold beforehand;
3. Optimal probe/access algorithm. This algorithm makes a decision of accepting or rejecting a web service based on comparing result between this web service's QoS and the optimal stopping threshold computed above. Applied in every stage of probe/access repeated, user will achieve a long-term maximum average return of QoS per unit of cost.
Numerical and simulation results have shown that the newly proposed optimal stopping web service selection scheme yields very good performances under various web service QoS probability distributions. This is mainly due to a fact according the principle of optimality [5] . If the QoS probability distributions is known in advance, we can sequentially in a random order probe a web service, make a decision whether accept or reject this web service, we can always stop and access a web service that its QoS is better than follow-up web services' QoS expectation. Therefore, the long-term average QoS return expectation is optimal if this stage is repeated again and again. This is particularly important since our scheme can be implemented as a distributed on-line decision making algorithm. Firstly, our scheme consists of a simple process, it can sequentially in a random order probe a web service, then make a decision whether accept and access this web service or reject and go on to probe next web service. Secondly, this scheme does not need to probe all web services, and only probe a few web services while achieving a maximum average QoS per unit of cost.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly mention the related work in Section 2. Section 3 introduces optimal stopping theory. The optimal stopping web service selection scheme is described in detail in Section 4. Section 5 analyzes and computes the optimal stopping threshold. We discuss various numerical and simulations results in section 6 and conclude the paper in section 7.
Related Work
QoS is a yardstick for measuring web services' various nonfunctional characteristics such as response time, throughput, availability, and reliability. Therefore, there are many QoS-based web service selection mechanisms focusing on developing the QoS return function based on all kinds of QoSes that best reflect users' experience and services' true states. For example, [6] [7] define web service selection function and forecasting model based on QoS measures.
The service selection has the cost performance problem since service probes impose costs for the service users and consume resources of the service providers. [12] , to explore near-optimal solutions based on some kinds of heuristics which probe each service.
From the space dimension who executes information retrieving and selection decision, schemes can be classified to centralized or distributed. Centralized schemes provide a specialized server in charge of retrieving and making selection decision for end users. In distributed schemes, end users take charge of these things. From the dimension when to retrieve information and make decision, schemes can be classified to on-line or off-line. On-line means making selection decision based on real-time QoS information when user requests to access a service. Off-line means making service selection decision based on historic information. [13] is a centralized off-line scheme. [14] [15] define distributed schemes.
In some paradigms, probe cost is very critical.
[16] makes a debut to apply optimal stopping theory in service selection field for cutting down the number of times to probe. It uses a fundamental optimal stopping algorithm: classical secretary problem. There is one secretarial position available. The applicants are interviewed sequentially in a random order. As each applicant is being interviewed, you must either accept the applicant for the position and stop the decision problem, or reject the applicant and interview the next one if any. The decision to accept or reject an applicant must be based only on the relative ranks of the applicants interviewed so far. An applicant once rejected cannot later be recalled. Your objective is to select the best of the applicants; that is, you win one if you select the best, and zero otherwise. In [16] , an analogy between applicants and services is made, achieves the objective of choosing the best web service at lowest probe cost.
Nevertheless, in some paradigms, users prefer not to select the best web service especially if the probe cost is so large with respect to users' requirement. Therefore, we think it is essential to consider the three factors: QoS, user's requirement and probe cost concurrently. Moreover, at the same time, this algorithm should be a lightweight distributed on-line service selection algorithm. [16] hints us that optimal stopping theory is a good method to solve this problem. Since classical secretary problem does not consider both users' requirement and accumulated cost in service selection process, we derived our optimal stopping web selection scheme on the rate of return in optimal stopping theory. To the best of our knowledge, our scheme is the first one to solve the service selection in this paradigm.
pected return in a stochastic and sequential process. Stopping rule problems are defined by two objects:
• A sequence of random values X1,X2, . . ., whose joint distribution is assumed to be known in priory;
• A sequence of real-valued return functions, y 0 ,y 1 (x 1 ),
The sequence of X 1 , X 2 , .... can be observed as long as possible. For each n=1, 2, ..., after observing X 1 =x 1 , X 2 =x 2 , ..., X n =x n , the decision is either to stop and receive the known return y n (x 1 , ..., x n ), or to continue and observe X n +1 for further decision. If the decision is not to take any observation, the received return is a constant value y 0 0. If the observation never stops, the received return is y ∞ (x 1 , x 2 , · · · ). The theory of optimal stopping concentrates on determining the stopping rule N to maximize the
In stopping rule problems that are repeated in an interval of time, it is often appropriate to maximize the average return per unit of time. This leads to the problem of choosing a stopping rule N to maximize the ratio EY N /EN . The reason we wish to maximize this ratio rather than the true expected average per stage, E(Y N /N ), is that if the problem is repeated independently n times with a fixed stopping rule leading to i.i.d. stopping times N 1 , ..., N n and i.i.d. returns Y N1 , · · · , Y Nn , the total return is Y N1 +· · ·+Y Nn and the total time is N 1 +· · ·+N n , so that the average return per unit time is the ratio (
If both sides of this ratio are divided by n and if the corresponding expectations exist, then this ratio converges to EY N /E N by the law of large numbers. We call this ratio the rate of return. We wish to maximize the rate of return.
Optimal Stopping Web Service Selection Scheme 4.1 Model
For the purpose of state simplicity, we will describe and analyze our scheme in transparent computing paradigm from here on. QoS of web services is represented by its transmission rate, which is replied by its provider while users probed it. User requirement is transmission time over the service which user transmits data for a period if this service is accepted. Probe cost is represented as probe time for every service from the time probe packet is sent to the time user receives a reply packet. Table. 1 shows all notations which are used in our algorithm and their meaning respectively. In internet, because of the network environment's complexity, for example: many routes exist from end user to probed service, service load difference, so the probe time of services(τ p ) is different. In our service scheme model, we classified the services according different levels of probe time. Just like shown in Figure. 1, the services are classified by groups. In our model, we fix the minimal probe time level is τ p = 10ms, max probe time level is 960ms, and probe time level's increment is 50ms. So all of services are divided to 20 groups. We presume that in every group service transmission rate(R i ) joint probability distribution is same. According to our algorithm of select a web service in some group, the difference is only that probe time level is different. From our instinct, we maybe prefer to select a web service applying our scheme in service group with minimum probe time level. From simulation result, we will verify this instinct is right. 
Return Function and Optimal Stopping Selection Algorithm
Every stage consists of a few probe and one transmission. As we said above, our scheme maximizes the average throughput per unit of time over all stages rather than over a single stage. Probe time, τ p , from the time probe packet is sent to the time user receive a replay packet. It represents probe cost. τ d is transmission time over which user transmits after some service is accepted. It means users' requirement. R i transmission rate that can be provided by the service in the position of service exploration sequence i. Service transmission rate: {R 1 , R 2 , ...} satisfies joint probability distribution: π k . π k is known in advance. If we accept R i service, we assume in period of τ d , user always have data to transmit. Apparently, time consumed in one stage is the sum of a few τ p and one τ d . In the probe sequence position i, if the service with transmission rate R i is accepted, the observed sequence is :{R 1 , R 2 , · · ·, R i }, the throughput of this stage can be calculated by Formula1 shown below: s From the beginning to the position of probing sequence i on which the service is accepted and transmission is finished, the summary time that this exploration process cost.
Φ(i)
Mbit/s In the position of probing sequence i, if this service is accepted, throughput that the user can achieve.
E[Φ(i)]
Mbit/s throughput expectation if the exploration process is repeated in an interval of time. It is average return per unit of time. q k
In the case of discrete transmission rate, the probability of rate k in some service group. π transmission rate joint distribution in a web service group. Table 1 : Summary of Notations the user can achieve the throughput:Φ(i). Since Our object is to maximize the throughput expectation while the probe/access stage is repeated over a long period of time, we define return function for this purpose that stops at some position i * at every stage. Expectation of Φ (i) is maximized, e.g. maximized throughput expectation shown below: In section 4, we will derive the optimal stopping threshold that is a transmission rate. In every stage, firstly, user selects one group to proceed to execute the following probes and transmission. User sequentially probes the service that is selected randomly from services that has not been probed before in this stage. According to probe result, user makes a decision on line. If the transmission rate the service can provide satisfies the optimal stopping threshold, then probe is stopped and transmit over this service. If service transmission rate cannot satisfy the threshold, the service is rejected and probe goes on. A service once rejected cannot later be recalled. This process is shown in Figure. 2.
Analysis
Since service transmission rate joint distribution in the same group is independent of every stage of probe and access, so one stage is independent of other stages. [5] . So in every stage, our object is to stop in the optimal position of ψ * ∈ Ψ, e.g.:
So maximizing E [B(ψ)/T (ψ)] is the same with maximizing E [B(ψ)]/E [T (ψ)]
Strict proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [5] . Based on this lemma, we can transform Equation (1) to:
The objective is to find appropriate value of λ to maximize expectation of Equation (4),e.g.:
According to Lemma.1 in Equation (5), if λ * is found to make V * = 0, and the corresponding i * makes Equation (2) achieves optimal value, it is also the maximum throughput:λ * . Based on this, we can verify the existence of optimal value i * of Equation (2) and corresponding computation method.
Theorem 1
The optimal value i * Equation (2) exists. Based on this optimal value, the maximum throughput λ * is the solution of:
Proof: 1). Existence. We need to prove that for any λ, an optimal stopping rule exists for the transformed Equation (4). It follows from Theorem 1 in Chapter 3 of [5] , that the optimal stopping rule exists if the following two conditions are satisfied:
By examining Equation (4), condition 2 is clearly satisfied. Condition 1 can be verified by applying Theorem 1 in Chapter 4 of [5] , Specifically, it is easy to see that the random variable
among which:
So now we only need to observe X i , then we can verify V satisfies condition 1. Firstly, since R i is i.i.d., other parameters in X i are all constants, so X i is i.i.d., so the value of X i must also be finite. e.g.:E[max(X i , 0)] < ∞, and
2). Optimal solution. From Equation (6) and Equation (7), we can view X i as return of every stage of probe. And then λτ p represent probe cost per time unit in this stage. So Equation(4) is a time invariant problem. According to principle of optimality in Chapter 2 of [5] , for time invariant problem, its optimal rule can be achieved through this way below:
where V * denotes the expected return from an optimal stopping rule. It satisfies the following optimality equation:
Equivalently, the above equation can be written as:
Recalling the connection between the original problem and its transformed version, the value of λ * that gives V * = 0, is simply the solution of Equation (10) . With V * = 0, we have the following equation:
According Equation (11), we can get value of λ * , and so, this value is the maximum throughput of Equation (2) .
Then, make V * = 0 in Equation (8), we can achieve the optimal stopping position of every stage:
Theorem 2 Optimal stopping position of Equation (2) is unique.
Proof: We only need to verify that λ * value of Equation (11) is unique. The main idea is to show that the LH-S of Equation (11) is a mono-decreasing function in λ * , whereas the RHS is mono-increasing in λ * . The two functions must intersect at one and only one point.
Apparently, Equation (14) always is negative, and LHS of Equation (13) is a mono-decreasing function in λ (11) is mono-increasing in λ * . When λ * is set 0 and ∞ respectively, the value is 0 and ∞ respectively. so λ * value of Equation (11) is unique. So, Optimal stopping position: i * of Equation (2) is unique.
Lemma 2 For discrete transmission rate case, where R i ∈ R 0 , R 1 , ..., R K , and R 0 = 0 < R 1 < ... < R K , the maximum throughput λ * for optimal stopping position i * of Equation (2) can be achieved from this way: define 1 ≤ k * ≤ K, and R ( k * − 1) < λ * ≤ R * k , satisfies:
Proof: According the condition of Theorem.2, we can transform Equation (13) to:
So Equation (15) is verified.
Lemma 3 Transmission delay D(R i * ) is defined as the time period from the beginning of a exploration and transmission round to the optimal stopping position i * that service is accepted. At position i * , the corresponding transmission rate is :k * , so transmission delay expectation is:
. Probe numbers is probe numbers expectation, can be achieved by:
Probe numbers expectation is
So Lemma 3 is verified.
Numerical And Simulation Results
In this section, we use simulations to evaluate the performance of our proposed optimal service probe/select scheme. Our simulations are developed using MATLABbased Discrete-Transmission-Rate Web-Services-Selection simulation system.
In our simulation system, we assume all services only have 5 discrete transmission rates, that is R = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5], unit is Mbit/s. And we assume transmission time τ d = 2, unit is s. And probe time is discrete numbers, τ p = 10 + 50 · L, L ∈ [1, ..., 19], unit is also ms.
As we mentioned above, transmission rates probability distribution π of all these services is a known condition.
We defined two kinds of π. We can see, the probability distribution in π 1 tend to the right in the X coordinate axis of probability distribution function. And it is vice versa for π 2 . The difference between π 1 and π 2 represents that in π 1 there are more numbers of services that have better transmission rates than in π 2 . We want to evaluate our scheme's performance in both conditions of the contrary probability distributions. We make a convention that we refer to π 1 or π 2 conditions below, we mean other conditions mentioned in last paragraph are all same except the difference between their probability distribution mentioned here. For the purpose of showing our scheme's performances over other service probe/access algorithms, we compare our results with ergodic and random probe/access schemes. Ergodic scheme means user will send probe packets concurrently to all services, then access the best service to transmit. This scheme's advantage is that it always transmit over the best service. Its shortage lies in that it has to send many probe packets. Random scheme does Apparently, according to our simulation condition: π 1 or π 2 , ergodic scheme always achieves the best transmission rate: 5Mbit/s. It has no business with the services' transmission rate probability distribution. If we use minimum probe time τ p = 10ms, ergodic scheme achieves throughput: 4.98Mbit/s. Random scheme need no probe cost, so its throughput always is same with transmission rate expectation. In condition of π 1 , the throughput expectation is 3.7Mbit/s. And in condition of π 2 , throughput expectation is 1.9Mbit/s. It shows clearly that random scheme's throughput depends on the internet transmission rate probability distribution.
After our optimal stopping scheme is applied in the conditions of π 1 and π 2 respectively, the simulation results are shown in Table. 2. We observed in both conditions of π 1 and π 2 that as probe time τ p increases, the maximum throughput expectation, probe delay and probe numbers change accordingly.
From Figure. 3, we observed that in both condition- Table 2 : Expectation Of Throughput, Probe Delay And Probe Numbers Vs. Probe Time s of π 1 and π 2 , as probe time τ p increases, the throughput expectation decreases. And in some position of τ p , the throughput expectation will be worse than the random scheme. When the τ p is minimum, in condition of π 1 , the throughput expectation will be 4.93Mbit/s. This throughput expectation is 133% of random scheme's 3.7M-bit/s. Comparing with ergodic scheme, it is 99% of ergodic scheme's throughput expectation. So our scheme's advantage over ergodic scheme is that it needs only a few probe numbers to access an appropriate service guaranteeing the long-term maximum average throughput. The value of probe numbers is only 2.86 if τ p is minimum(10ms) in condition of π 1 . In condition of π 2 , the throughput expectation will be 4.76Mbit/s. It is 255% of random scheme's 1.9Mbit/s. So we can conclude in condition of π 2 our algorithm has much more advantages. In condition of π 1 and π 2 , if probe times are 300ms and 660ms respectively, our scheme will achieve worse throughput expectation than random algorithm. From Figure. 4, we observed that in both condition of π 1 and π 2 , the delay time increases as probe time τ p increases(but it does not mono-increase). So our scheme is suitable for non-realtime applications.
From Figure. 5, we observed in both condition of π 1 and π 2 , probe numbers decreases as probe time τ p increases. This is because as probe time τ p increases, the probe cost will increase, and probe cost per unit increases accordingly and this will restrain our scheme probing many more services, and results probe numbers decreases. And then at the same time, the optimal stopping threshold decreases, this is the reason why the delay time does not monoincrease in Figure. 4.
Conclusion
From the theory analysis and computation simulation results above, we can draws some conclusions as below:
1. For every return function of our scheme, there is always a solution. This solution is a single numeric value that can be the stopping threshold applied in our optimal probe/access scheme. If some service satisfies this threshold value, we stop probing and transmit over this service. Applying this scheme, we always gain optimal long-term average return per unit of time.
2. The number of probed services before accepting a service is only related to the factors of return function including the internet services' QoS probability distribution. It has no relation with internet service numbers. Of course, the sum of internet services should let our probe/access scheme observe services as long as possible.
3. Compared with random scheme, our algorithm can achieve a drastically lifted throughput especially in the condition of π 2 that many internet services have bad transmission rate. When users' requirement(represented by transmission time every probe/access process in this paper) is fixed, the long-term average throughput achieved by our algorithm will decrease as the increase of probe time τ p . In some position of τ p , the throughput will be worse than the random scheme.
4. Our scheme brings about delay time, so it is suitable for non-realtime services. According simulation re-sults, the throughput will increase as probe time τ p increases.
5. Compared with that the ergodic scheme need probe all services, our algorithm just probes a few probe services. But our algorithm can gain approximate performance compared with the ergodic scheme.
Compared with the conventional schemes, our scheme has additional advantages while achieving same good performances. So our scheme is suitable to be implemented as a distributed on-line web service selection algorithm in realworld cases whose purpose is maximizing the long-term average QoS return per unit of cost such as transparent computing paradigm.
